
WE MAKE  
SATELLITE
INNOVATION  
ACCESSIBLE!
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Prologue

OUR VISION
Our innovative network and service management solutions enable integrated con-

nectivity for our customers’ systems. Combined with our high quality-standards 

and first-class support, we exceed expectations and empower seamless communi-

cation in a connected world.
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14Orchestration

Product Management

Monetize your services! Extensive upselling opportunities, 

integrated right into your existing platform.

Billing

Automate your billing process with a seamless integration 

into your existing back office. 

Automated Provisioning

Select a template, choose your subscription, apply the 

terminal to your network in seconds. 

Subscription Builder

Combine multiply services to tailored offerings that 

precisely fit your customers’ requirements. 

(Group-) Fair Access Policies

Automatically throttle a terminal – or an entire group  

of terminals – based on customizable FAP rules.

Business Process Automation

Digitize and automate your operational and 

business processes! 

20Service Delivery

Customer Management

Organize your business and customers in new ways,  

benefit from multi-tenancy capabilities. 

Customer Portal

Full-featured customer portal right off-the-shelf including 

custom branding and multi-lingual support. 

Notification Manager

Powerful notification manager for trigger-based 

messages via various channels in multiple languages  

and custom brandings.  

26Data Management & Tech Specs

28About us

Situational Awareness 10
Monitoring & Analytics

A quick at-a-glance overview, automatic alerts or a 

comprehensive report of all details: G&S SatConnect®  

gives you precisely what you need. 

Capacity Forecasting

Prepare your business for changing demands before being 

face faced with an urgent need for action. 

6G&S SatConnect ®

CONTENT
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A SOLUTION 
THAT SCALES WITH  
YOUR PROJECTS
G&S SatConnect® is the innovative, award-winning multi-network 

orchestration software with fully automated provisioning, unique FAP 

features, extensive upselling options and situation-aware monitoring 

features. 

Our solution comes with an extensive catalog of powerful features that 

will master your business challenges whether situation awareness, 

orchestration, service delivery or data management.

G&S SatConnect®'s modular architecture allows quick implementation of 

feature requests and new ideas, making you the innovation leader in a 

highly competitive environment and giving you an edge over the market.
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MULTIPLE NETWORKS,  
ONE PLATFORM
The possibility of bringing multiple heterogeneous networks under 

one orchestration system is made a reality with G&S SatConnect®. We 

continuously extended our accessibility by integrating networks such as 

iDirect Velocity®, iDirect Evolution®, Gilat SkyEdge II-c, Comtech EF Data 

Heights™, Newtec Dialog®, SCPC and there are more to come.

G&S SatConnect®’s features and workflows are the same across all 

networks, making your operations so much simpler! Benefit from unified 

workflows, less complexity, and drastically reduced time-to-market by 

simply activating a new network with a click.

We have joined MEF to advance digital 
transformation
Our membership in MEF offers an opportunity to engage in business-

driven collaboration with leading global organizations. Together, we enable 

dynamic, trusted, and certified services that empower enterprises to 

embrace their own digital transformation and grow their business.

iDirect 
Velocity®

IntelsatOne®

Flex

Newtec
Dialog®

Gilat
SkyEdge llc

iDirect 
Evolution®

Comtech
Heights™
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Features at a glance:

Analyze your entire network inventory including 

health status, traffic utilization, FAP usage and more

Track locations in real-time on your map and view 

historical positions with operational state indication

Customize your dashboards to get the right 

information at the right time – always! 

Get the best insight into your network with G&S SatConnect®’s 

comprehensive and situation-aware monitoring features! 

Don’t dig for information, get it right at your hands with 

at-a-glance overviews, proactive alerts (e.g. in the event 

of connection time-outs) and in-depth data analysis for 

meaningful evaluations.  

With its feature-rich monitoring solutions, such as freely 

configurable dashboards, map views, and group reports, 

G&S SatConnect® converts a host of information into easy-

to-understand, yet comprehensive, output. Having the 

right information available at the right time empowers your 

business processes and might even show early indications of 

discrepancies or new trends. Thus, G&S SatConnect® is the 

base for making solid decisions - based on facts. 

Find detailed and vital information such as your terminals’ 

health status, traffic utilization and FAP usage, as well as past 

and present product usage statistics in a concise report. 

Additionally, get a detailed combined report across an entire 

product or across organizations, including, heatmaps aggre-

gating information when which product was used how much 

within the organization.  

Alternatively, look at your terminals’ current real-time loca-

tion or historical trail, including the respective operational 

state at that time, the product that was being utilized, and 

more. With the support for map overlays, either pre-

configured such as beam footprints, or custom configured 

according to your needs, you get a powerful tool to relate 

your terminal’s position to context information. Most impor-

tantly, a weather overlay lets you identify whether current 

environmental conditions may trigger connectivity issues in 

certain regions.  

All of these and an abundance of additional features can 

be combined in G&S SatConnect®’s powerful dashboard. 

Define your own custom dashboard utilizing pre-configured 

widgets based on a variety of data that match your specific 

needs. Share those dashboards with others and choose 

whether they may even make changes to the dashboard. The 

opportunities are endless, perfectly matching your individual 

requirements. 

Situational Awareness

DETAILED INSIGHTS, AUTOMATED 
ALERTS, ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
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Prepare your business for changing demands before being faced with an urgent 

need for action. With Capacity Forecasting, we provide you with strong analytics 

tools that leverage the power of neural networks to make accurate predictions 

and give you the means to make smart decisions. In the background, at all times, 

the model confinuously improves itself, adjusting to changing circumstances and 

factoring them in. Never have you had a better idea of what‘s to come!

Discover entirely new possibilities in terms of market assessment, growth  

opportunities and continuous improvements in your service quality and  

customer experience. The future starts now, look ahead!

Situational Awareness

CAPACITY FORECASTING
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With an exhausting number of processes around your core business, you‘re often 

wasting precious time on things that should just work rather than cost you extra 

time. Our Business Process Automation will get you back on track.

It handles everything around your core business - your network - automatically. 

Tailor it to your individual situation with the flexbile process engine and avoid 

cumbersome, manual processes wherever possible. In combination with the 

powerful orchestration engine, you barely have to do anything anymore!

Integrates seamlessly with 

your orchestration software 

Digitizes all your analog processes

Orchestration

BUSINESS PROCESS  
AUTOMATION

Features at a glance:

Advanced collaboration across 

processes, tools and stakeholders

Process: Credit check

Process: Validate Commissioning

Create Terminal

Name: 

Product: 

Indentifier: 

ADD TERMINAL

Terminal 328931

???

??? 

Inform  
Customer

Inform  
Customer

API: Run Credit 
Check

Collect Contract 
details

Trigger Billing

Validate Service 
Quality

Complete 
installation
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Compounded FAP Rules 

Define volume allowances for 

certain intervals (e.g., a month) 

and create sub-intervals during 

which additional limitations 

may apply (e.g., every week). 

Notifications

Define when customers receive 

a notification that they are 

approaching their allowance 

limit to encourage a top-up for 

continued service. 

Orchestration

MAXIMIZE YOUR 
NETWORK VALUE!

Billing Integration 

Distinguish automatically 

between included allowance 

and overage, bill for every MB 

consumed beyond the allo-

wance, and charge for top-ups.

Flexible Intervals  

Define precisely when your 

FAP rules apply and at what 

times your customers may 

consume data without worry-

ing about their allowance.

It’s a simple, yet often neglected truth: using existing resources 

to their full potential is far more efficient than adding new ones 

when a bottleneck occurs. G&S SatConnect®’s FAP / Quota 

Management offers unique features to maximize the value of 

your existing network capacity while keeping maintenance 

and operational complexity low. This way you can grow your 

business organically without running into bottlenecks.

In fact, with all of the comprehensive FAP features being 

applicable not only to individual but entire groups of 

terminals, G&S SatConnect® provides you the tools to 

establish completely new business models. Building 

on the extensive product management capabilities,  

FAP / Quota Management facilitates an unprecedented flexi-

bility: for example, configuring volume-based plans in the 

product manager and letting any number of terminals draw 

from the allowance. In turn, each of these individual terminals 

may have its own FAP rules as well. G&S SatConnect® monitors 

which of the limitations kick in first and, once the allowance 

has been used up, either throttles just a specific terminal or 

the entire pool automatically. Naturally, customers receive a 

configurable notification well in advance to encourage them 

to top-up their allowance rather than just wait for the next 

interval to start. 

G&S SatConnect®’s purpose is to simplify your operations 

while giving you powerful means to become the best-in-class 

communications provider. Keeping the entire business logic 

behind the scenes, e.g., to facilitate automatic (un-)throttling 

of rate-limited terminals, while offering compelling value-

adds delivers on – and goes beyond – this promise.  

Efficiency in satellite – G&S SatConnect®!  
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Orchestration

TERMINAL LIFECYCLE 
MANAGEMENT 
Considered to be the operations center, G&S SatConnect®’s 

terminal manager hosts all essential features to simplify your 

lifecycle management and increase operational efficiency 

- making it the the most powerful terminal lifecycle manage-

ment available.

Clear, well-structured workflows guide you step-by-step 

through the provisioning process, drawing from pre-confi-

gurable templates, sophisticated automatic IP assignment 

across SVNs, and pre-defined products from the product 

manager. The entire provisioning process takes as little as 60 

seconds, allowing a level of scalability for your network that 

is unprecedented.  

As a matter of fact, scalability demands efficiency, and 

G&S SatConnect® lifts your efficiency on a new level. With 

its batch provisioning feature, expanding your network by 

dozens of terminals at a time has never been easier. Simul-

taneously, batch subscription changing makes switching 

between service offerings a simple one-click action - for any 

number of terminals and even across multiple networks.  

Each of the terminal manager’s features is designed to 

empower you, reduce manual input and minimize delay due 

to slow systems. Besides simple suspend /resume actions 

for occasional use, there are options to configure minimum 

contract durations or schedule a switch between products 

at any point in the future.  

It‘s these small but immensely helpful aspects  

that make the terminal manager so powerful.  

One-click actions (un-)mute your terminal if the regulatory 

requirements demand it, reboot your terminal if issues occur, 

or reset its software. Most importantly, whatever you do, 

the integration with the billing system guarantees automatic 

status updates to the billing system and thus, accurate 

invoicing at any given moment. 

In the background, the orchestration engine  

G&S Artisan manages the communication with the network, 

handles potential errors automatically, e.g., in case of 

unavailable network services, and ensures efficient process 

management. 

Features at a glance:

Simplify your lifecycle management and increase 

operational efficiency

Experience a lightning fast provisioning process 

drawing from pre-configurable templates

Switch services with one-click for any number of 

terminals across multiple networks.  
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Service Delivery

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
REDEFINED
It’s the core of your success, the one aspect that  

makes or breaks your business: a product portfolio that 

precisely matches your customers’ requirements and enables 

you to swiftly adapt to new requirements at lightning speed. 

In a fast-paced world with an ever changing environment, 

your competitive edge depends on your ability to stay ahead 

of the market. Now, with G&S SatConnect®, your product 

management is taken to the next level.  

In a revolutionary step, G&S SatConnect® streamlines your 

product management process with powerful tools and a 

minimum of configuration effort. Deliver your products 

with zero time-to-market to any vertical via any sales 

channel. Each product can be assigned to specific customer 

categories, including direct end-customers. Measure your 

portfolio’s success to optimize your product catalogue and 

match your customers demands.  

With this new approach to managed service networks, 

it has never been easier to outperform the market 

and be the leading provider of satellite services. The  

out-of-the-box direct sales model, made even 

more powerful through the integration of the  

G&S Marketplace, is a unique value-add that will shape 

the future of the satellite industry. By drawing from – and 

improving on – features that have long been standard in 

other communication industries, G&S SatConnect® lifts 

the satellite industry to a new level in terms of product 

management and service delivery. Join the age of  

managed services with the most powerful solution in the 

industry – G&S SatConnect®. 

FAP Support

Configure data rates and volume 

limitations, pool multiple termi-

nals under one service offering 

and top-up throttled terminals 

for continued service. 

Contract Automation

Automatically suspend services 

at defined times or schedule 

a switch to another plan; set 

a minimum contract duration; 

and much more.

Occasional Use 

Instantly start and stop 

services at any time, giving 

your customers full flexibility 

to use your services whenever 

they are most needed. 

Full Billing Support 

Integrate G&S SatConnect® 

with your billing system for 

automated billing, including 

top-ups and pay-as-you-go.

Create custom products with zero time-to-market 

and integrate them seamlessly with your billing system

Analyze your portfolio’s performance  

to identify successful products 

Create new revenue streams with an out-of-the-box 

direct sales model

Features at a glance:
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Create a unique experience for your customers. Grant them access to G&S SatConnect®’s 

included customer portal and empower them by providing access to its sophisticated 

monitoring, terminal lifecycle management, and other features. Granular permission 

settings with role-based access provide flexible access levels, e.g., to allow just a 

read-access for basic customers or full terminal lifecycle management for the more  

involved customers.

A global multi-tenancy structure, incorporating any object in the platform, isolates 

various customers logically from one another without them ever learning about 

each other. Additionally, you, as the portal’s operator, may assign specific products 

or features to each customer individually and can even decide which data the 

customer may see in the monitoring section. All this gives you unprecedented 

control and yet freedom to offer various forms of integration.  

Imagine your customers being able to provision their own terminals, choosing from 

a range of pre-defined products that you made available to them and then monito-

ring their terminals independently. It’s a new freedom to focus on your core busi-

ness rather than being interrupted through frequent support requests. Empowering 

your customers with this kind of integration, governed by rigid permission settings 

and comprehensive multi-tenancy, creates instant value on a brandnew level!  

G&S SatConnect®’s custom theme and landing page ability, combined with its multi-

lingual capability, is the final touch that gives it an exceptional feeling for customers 

anywhere around the world. 

Service Delivery

A PORTAL, THAT  
ADAPTS TO YOUR NEEDS

Grant your customers individual access to e.g. 

monitoring, terminal lifecycle management and 

otherfeatures

Define granular permission settings for individual 

users and user groups

Isolate your customers logically from one another 

with our comprehensive multi-tenancy integration

Features at a glance:
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Customizable Notifications 

Flexible notification configura-

tion based on almost any event 

adapts G&S SatConnect® exactly 

to your needs.   

In-App Notification

Flexible and configurable in-app 

notifications direct your aware-

ness to important events that 

require your attention and input. 

Custom Branding 

For best-in-class customer rela-

tions, each email notification can 

be individualized with custom 

brandings to continuously make 

your partners feel valued. 
Multi-Lingual 

Configure custom email messages 

localized to multiple languages to 

connect to your customers on a 

whole different level.  

Service Delivery

NOTIFICATION MANAGEMENT
Keep everyone in the loop with G&S SatConnect®‘s powerful 

notification engine! Its flexible and innovative approach 

allows custom messages in multiple languages triggered by 

almost any event and communicated via various channels 

such as SMS. By taking advantage of G&S SatConnect®’s 

multi-tenancy capabilities, notifications and messages can 

even be communicated and customized to any imaginable 

subset of customers and users with just a few clicks.  

There are endless possibilities to create value for you and 

your customers by combining the sophisticated features that 

G&S SatConnect® offers you. Imagine being able to announce 

your latest product addition in the very platform your custo-

mers use to manage and monitor their terminals. Where a 

simple email would be forgotten within moments, reminding 

them when managing their terminals will resonate much 

stronger and result in customers adopting new products 

quickly.  

At the same time, stay on top of your network by receiving 

notifications for precisely those events you deem note-

worthy. Get informed whenever a batch of terminals has been 

provisioned successfully. Receive a message when specific 

terminals of specific customers experience connectivity 

issues. Notify your customers automatically when they are 

about to reach their volume allowance and offer them top-up 

options to retain high-speed connections.  

G&S SatConnect® covers about any scenario involving any 

kind of messaging to your customers or event-based noti-

fications. Custom messages in multiple languages and, in 

case of email communication, even custom branding make 

G&S SatConnect®’s notification manager the most resourceful 

solution in the industry. 
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Data Management & Tech Specs

FAST, RELIABLE AND SCALABLE -  
THE CORE OF YOUR SUCCESS

Deployments on Premise / in Cloud
Choose which option suits your business best: an on-premise 

deployment onto your own servers to retain full control or 

the flexible, care-free cloud solution with little to no on-top 

effort at all. 

Lifecycle Service Orchestration
MEF LSO delivers digital and connectivity services to the 

enterprise. It is a reference architecture and framework - 

used by G&S SatConnect® - for enabling end-to-end automa-

tion and orchestration, across multiple provider networks.

DCS
Our standalone Data Collector Service grants you access 

to detailed monitoring data from the most popular network 

management systems. Forget extensive development effort 

for individual interfaces to get datasets of specific NMS. Our 

service connects all the necessary interfaces and provides 

you with the right data in just a few seconds using Kafka.

Kafka
The open-source platform Apache Kafka is the basis of our 

data exchange and one of the most trusted and efficient 

solutions on the market. Benefit from high-performance 

data pipelines, streaming analytics, data integration, and 

mission-critical applications.

Clustering
Scale your system horizontally to avoid bottlenecks and 

ensure a smooth software experience. No matter how quick 

or how large, G&S SatConnect® accommodates your growth 

through its flexible clustering.

High Availability
Combined with the clustering option, high availability 

ensures a continuous and smooth operation of the portal 

for greatest stability and reliability. Only available in combi-

nation with clustering. 

Disaster Recovery 
When push comes to shove and a critical situ-

ation does arise due to unforeseeable events,  

G&S SatConnect® includes a disaster recovery option to 

recover your data and ensure continued operation.

LDAP / SAML integration
Seamlessly integrate with your existing user base via 

lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP) and security 

markup language (SAML), the easiest way to incorporate 

G&S SatConnect® into your existing structures! 

2-Factor-Authentication (2FA)
Maintain the highest security by using 2FA on all your 

devices! G&S SatConnect® supports 2-Factor-Authentica-

tion, e.g., via SAML, lifting your application security to a new 

level.  

System Monitoring
Extensive system monitoring capabilities, e.g., for the 

physical infrastructure of your platform and the service 

availability, allow early detection and remedy of potential 

issues before they turn into problems. 

Automated Support Tickets
In the unlikely event of outages or errors, e.g., due to 

network-level issues, G&S SatConnect® sends automated 

support requests. Support engineers will start working on 

the issue at once, ensuring quick reaction times. 
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About us

WHO WE ARE AND  
WHAT WE DO!
As part of the G&S IT Group we empower the satellite industry with innovative 

software solutions that pave the way to more agile, streamlined, and efficient  

operations. In a highly dynamic environment, we facilitate rapid responses to 

changing market demands with zero lead time and a constant edge over the  

competition. Working with industry leaders, we provide solutions for service 

providers, satellite operators, mobile network operators and the government.

Matthias Laig, M.Sc

VP Software Engineering

Daniel Guth, B.Sc

Co-Founder & CEO

David Schmitz, B.Sc

Co-Founder & CEO

Marc Spinneker, M.Sc

VP Business Development & 

Operations

Simon Adams, M.Eng

VP Solutions Engineering  

(SatCom industry)
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SATELLITE 
OPERATOR

MOBILE SERVICE 
PROVIDER

SERVICE
PROVIDER GOVERNMENT

About us

WE PROVIDE INDUSTRY- 
SHAPING SOLUTIONS FOR... 
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